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Abstract—The temporal and spatial evolution of the density of populations of chemotactic bacteria have previously been modeled by phenomenological cell balance equations based on cell motion restricted to one dimension. These one-dimensional balance equations have been used to interpret the results of experiments involving three-dimensional motion of bacterial populations with symmetry in two of the three dimensions. We develop a computer simulation to rigorously model the movement of a large population of individual chemotactic bacteria in three dimensions. Results of the simulation are compared with results using a one-dimensional phenomenological model in order to verify the range of validity of this model under situations involving one-dimensional gradients of chemical attractants.

1. INTRODUCTION

The migration of bacterial populations plays an important role in many ecological processes such as nitrogen fixation, pathogenesis of infection, formation of biofilms and the degradation of chemical wastes in the environment (bioremediation) (Chet and Mitchell, 1976). However, the extent to which migration affects these natural processes is not well understood. One approach toward quantifying this behavior is through the development and application of accurate mathematical models. The transport properties contained within these models are needed for the design of effective processes which would exploit the migration and redistribution of bacterial populations in natural environments. For example, bacterial migration is important for facilitating contact between the bacteria and the contaminant to be degraded for in situ applications of bioremediation.

Rivero et al. (1989) have proposed a mathematical model (hereafter referred to as the RTBL model) describing the migration of bacteria in the presence of chemical gradients. Their model includes two transport coefficients: one to characterize random motion in the absence of chemical gradients and another representing the directed motion associated with the presence of a chemical gradient. An experimental apparatus was designed by Ford et al. (1991) to determine values for the transport properties which are utilized in the RTBL model. However, the model was derived for the case of motion in only one dimension, while bacteria within the experimental apparatus actually move in three dimensions. Although the RTBL model was shown to agree well with experiments under conditions of steep one-dimensional chemical gradients, it has been subsequently shown (Ford and Cummings, 1992) that the RTBL model cannot be reconciled with a more mathematically rigorous (but more difficult to apply in practice) three-dimensional cell balance approach except in one limiting case—specifically, the limit of a small one-dimensional attractant gradient implying symmetry in the remaining two dimensions. It is our objective in this paper to study the effect of simplifying assumptions implicit in the RTBL model on solutions obtained under the conditions of steep chemical gradients realized in the experiments of Ford et al. This is accomplished through the application of a cellular-level simulation technique to problems where we expect the model to perform the least satisfactorily based on the series expansion analysis of Ford and Cummings (1992). Since the transport properties will be used for design of improved processes, it is critical that the models we use to interpret experimental data for determining these coefficients be accurate.

With these tools available, those processes which most strongly influence bacterial behavior in natural settings can be identified and appropriate strategies for design and control can be implemented.

In Section 2, we review some of the previous works in the area of bacterial chemotaxis. In Section 3, we describe the methodology of the computer simulation program. The simulation results are compared with RTBL in Section 4 for conditions similar to those in the experimental apparatus developed by Ford et al. (1991) to study the migration of bacterial populations. The comparisons are performed over a range of parameters characterizing the attractant concentration and bacterial sensitivity to the attractant in order to delineate the regions where the RTBL model is valid. In Section 5 we state our conclusions.

2. BACKGROUND

Peritrichous bacteria such as Escherichia coli and Salmonella typhimurium are able to move in a fluid medium via the coordinated rotation of approximately 6–8 flagella attached to the perimeter of the cell. The movement of these bacteria can be described as alternating between two distinct phases: “running”
and "tumbling" (Berg and Brown, 1972; Macnab and Koshland, 1972; Spudich and Koshland, 1975). During the running phase, the cell's flagellar bundle rotates counterclockwise in a coordinated fashion and the cell moves in a nearly straight path. The duration of a typical run is of the order of 1–10 s. In the tumbling phase, the rotation of the flagella reverses and the bundle uncoils so that no coordinated linear motion occurs and the cell spins in place. The duration of the tumbling phase is of the order of 0.1 s. As a result of tumbling the cell reorients itself according to a turn angle distribution, which has a slight bias in the direction the cell was moving prior to tumbling (Berg and Brown, 1972; Macnab and Koshland, 1973), and then begins a new run. In a uniform environment, the swimming pattern resembles a three-dimensional random walk similar to Brownian motion in molecular diffusion. This motion is described by the term random motility.

In the presence of a concentration gradient of an attractant (food sources such as sugars or amino acids, for example), bacteria are able to bias their random walk by changing their tumbling frequency (Macnab and Koshland, 1972; Spudich and Koshland, 1975). When moving toward an area of increasing (decreasing) attractant concentration, cells decrease (increase) their tumbling frequency, thereby increasing (decreasing) the lengths of their runs in the direction of increasing (decreasing) attractant concentration. In this way, a population of cells moving within an attractant gradient will exhibit a net movement toward the attractant source. This overall directed motion is called chemotaxis. The ability of chemotactic bacteria to direct their motion enables them to move to more favorable environments by swimming toward increasing concentrations of nutrients, giving these bacteria a competitive advantage over nonmotile bacteria (Kelly et al., 1988).

A complete mathematical description of the motion of a population of chemotactic bacteria requires a set of cell balance equations along with constitutive relationships which relate the quantities in the cell balance equation to the properties of the cells and their motion. The three-dimensional cell balance equations of Alt (1980) are the most general. Letting \( \sigma(r, \theta, z, t) \) be the number density of cells per unit volume at position \( r \) moving in direction \( \theta \) with run time \( t \) at time \( t \), Alt's fundamental equation is

\[
\frac{\partial \sigma(r, \theta, z, t)}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left[ \sigma(r, \theta, z, t) \frac{p^+}{\langle \tau^+ \rangle} - \sigma(r, \theta, z, t) \frac{p^-}{\langle \tau^- \rangle} \right] - \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta} \left[ \sigma(r, \theta, z, t) \frac{p^+}{\langle \tau^+ \rangle} \right] - \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left[ \sigma(r, \theta, z, t) \frac{p^+}{\langle \tau^+ \rangle} + \sigma(r, \theta, z, t) \frac{p^-}{\langle \tau^- \rangle} \right]
\]

for \( \tau > 0 \) and

\[
\sigma(r, \theta, 0, t) = \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{\infty} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left[ \sigma(r, \theta, z, t) \right] \frac{p^+}{\langle \tau^+ \rangle} - \sigma(r, \theta, z, t) \frac{p^-}{\langle \tau^- \rangle} \]

\[
\times k(r, \theta', z, \theta) \, \mathrm{d}\theta' \, \mathrm{d}z \, \mathrm{d}t
\]

for \( \tau = 0 \). Here, \( \beta(r, \theta, \tau, \theta) \) is the probability per unit time that a cell moving in direction \( \theta \) at \( r \) at time \( t \) with run time \( \tau \) (counted from the beginning of the run) tumbles at \( r \) at time \( t \). The probability that a cell chooses the direction \( \theta_2 \) as its new direction after tumbling is \( k(r, \theta_1, t, \theta_2) \). The subscript \( r \) emphasizes that the divergence operator \( \nabla \) is with respect to the spatial coordinate \( r \). The swimming speed of the bacteria is \( v \) and is known from experimental observations to be relatively constant over a range of attractant concentrations (Nossal and Chen, 1973; Berg and Brown, 1972). Equation (1) states that the rate of change in the population of cells at \( r \) at time \( t \) moving in direction \( \theta \) with run time \( \tau \) is given by a term which reflects the loss of cells in the population due to changes in the run time, a term that reflects the change in the population due to convection, and a term that reflects the loss to the population due to cells tumbling with probability \( \beta \). Equation (2) states that one obtains an initial \( (\tau = 0) \) population of cells moving in direction \( \theta \) by considering cell populations which were moving in another direction \( \theta' \) with run time \( \tau \) which tumbled at time \( \tau \), represented by the product \( \beta(r, \theta', \theta, t) \sigma(r, \theta', \tau, t) \), and multiplying by the probability that the cell moves in the direction \( \theta \) after tumbling, given by \( k(r, \theta', \theta, \tau) \). This product is integrated over all directions \( \theta' \) and all run times \( \tau \).

Segel (1977) and Rivero et al. (1989) have developed simpler phenomenological models based on individual cell motion in one direction only. The one-dimensional balance equations of Segel are

\[
\frac{\partial n^+}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left[ (n^+) v - n^+ p^+ n^+ \right]
\]

\[
\frac{\partial n^-}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left[ (n^-) v + p^+ n^+ - p^- n^- \right]
\]

where \( n^+(z, t) \) is the density of cells at point \( z \) at time \( t \) moving in the positive \( z \) direction and \( n^-(z, t) \) is the density of cells at point \( z \) at time \( t \) moving in the negative \( z \) direction, \( s \) is the one-dimensional, scalar swimming speed of the bacteria, \( p^+ = p^+(z, t) \) is the probability per unit time that a cell moving in the positive \( z \) direction tumbles and becomes a cell moving in the negative \( z \) direction and \( p^- = p^-(z, t) \) is the probability per unit time that a cell moving in the negative \( z \) direction tumbles and becomes a cell moving in the positive \( z \) direction.

The RTBL model is based on the cell balance equations of Segel. Under the assumption that the phenomenon of tumbling is a Poisson process (Berg, 1983), the tumbling probability \( p_t \) is equal to the inverse of the mean run time,

\[
p_t = \frac{1}{\langle \tau \rangle}.
\]

This assumption is supported by the experimental work of Berg and Brown (1972). Rivero et al. write this equation in one dimension as

\[
p_t^\pm = \frac{1}{\langle \tau^\pm \rangle}
\]

where \( p_t^\pm = p_t^+(z, t) \) is the probability that a cell moving in the \( \pm z \) direction tumbles and \( \langle \tau^\pm \rangle \) is the mean...
run time for cells moving in the \( \pm z \) directions, respectively. In addition, Rivero et al. propose

\[ p^\pm = p_r^\pm p_r \]  

(7)

where \( p_r \) is the probability that a cell reverses direction after tumbling. The mean run times \( \langle \tau^\pm \rangle \) are then related to the attractant concentration \( a \) and its gradient by

\[ \ln \langle \tau^\pm \rangle = \pm \frac{\chi_{0D}^D}{v} \frac{K_d}{(K_d + a)^2} \frac{\partial a}{\partial z} \]  

(8)

where \( \langle \tau_D \rangle \) is the mean run time in the absence of an attractant gradient and \( \chi_{0D}^D \) is the three-dimensional chemotactic sensitivity parameter. For a discussion of the derivation of eq. (8) above we refer reader to Appendix A. Substituting eq. (5) into eq. (9) and rearranging, we have

\[ p_r = p_{0r} \exp \left( - \frac{\chi_{0D}^D}{v} \frac{K_d}{(K_d + a)^2} \hat{s} \cdot \nabla a \right) \]  

(9)

where \( p_{0r} = \frac{1}{\langle \tau_0 \rangle} \).

In the one-dimensional RTBL model,

\[ p_r^\pm - p_r^\pm_{\pm} \exp \left( \frac{\chi_{0D}^D}{v} \frac{K_d}{(K_d + a)^2} \frac{\partial a}{\partial z} \right) \]  

(12)

where

\[ p_{0r}^\pm = \frac{1}{\langle \tau_D \rangle} \]  

(13)

so the complete RTBL model is the set of equations (3), (4), (6), (7), (12) and (13). For a discussion of the approximate nature of eq. (12), we refer the reader to Appendix A. The RTBL model was applied to the interpretation of experimental data by Ford et al. (1991) for \( E. coli \) K12 responding to fucose. The experiments were carried out in a stopped flow diffusion chamber (SFDC) shown schematically in Fig. 1. For assays of chemotactic bacteria in the SFDC, a suspension of bacteria at concentration \( b_0 \) is pumped at a uniform rate into the upper port of the chamber and a mixture of attractant at concentration \( a_0 \) and bacteria at concentration \( b_0 \) is pumped at a uniform rate into the lower port. Fluid exits through ports at the centerline of the chamber and the flow rates are controlled by a dual piston syringe pump so that, for times \( t < 0 \), the two impinging streams form a step change in the attractant concentration at the center of the chamber. At time \( t = 0 \), flow into and out of the SFDC is stopped and the attractant begins to diffuse into the upper-half of the chamber generating a time-dependent gradient. As bacteria sense the gradient, a band of high cell density forms where the gradient is large and moves downward in the chamber to regions of higher attractant concentration. The experimental geometry is one of symmetry in two dimensions (the \( x \) and \( y \) directions in Fig. 1) with an attractant gradient in the third dimension (the \( z \) direction).

Ford and Cummings (1992) studied in detail the relationship between the three-dimensional balance equations of Alt, eqs (1) and (2), and the one-dimensional equations of Segel, eqs (3) and (4), the latter being the basis for the RTBL model. Ford and Cummings showed that the Segel equations could only be derived rigorously from Alt’s equations when the motion of the bacteria is confined to one dimension. They considered three-dimensional systems with an attractant gradient in the \( z \)-coordinate direction and symmetry in the other two \( (x, y) \) coordinate directions so that

\[ \nabla a = (0, 0, \partial a / \partial z). \]  

(14)

For cases of symmetry (as opposed to confinement to one dimension), Ford and Cummings showed that the Alt equations could not be reduced to the Segel equations except in the limit of small \( \varepsilon \), where \( \varepsilon \) is defined by

\[ p_t = p_{0t} \exp ( - \varepsilon). \]  

(15)

By comparing eq. (15) with eq. (10) and making use of eq. (14), \( \varepsilon \) can be written as

\[ \varepsilon = \frac{\chi_{0D}^D}{v} \frac{K_d}{(K_d + a)^2} \frac{\partial a}{\partial z} \cos \theta \]  

(16)

where \( \theta \) is the angle made by the direction vector \( \hat{s} \) with the \( z \)-axis. By perturbatively expanding in \( \varepsilon \), a reduced form of the Alt equations (obtained by

Fig. 1. Schematic representation (left) of the SFDC used by Ford and co-workers. Impinging flow from the upper and lower ports creates an initial step change in attractant gradient at the center of the chamber and a uniform distribution of bacteria. The approximate dimensions of the chamber are \( 4 \times 2 \times 0.2 \) cm. On the right is an exploded view of the simulation box which is referred to later in the text.
integrating over \( \tau, x \) and \( y \), Ford and Cummings obtained

\[
\frac{\partial n_0^+}{\partial t} = -\frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \frac{v_0}{2} n_0^+ \right) - \beta_1 n_0^- k_+ + \beta_1 n_0^+ k_-
\]

(17)

\[
\frac{\partial n_0^-}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \frac{v_0}{2} n_0^- \right) - \beta_1 n_0^- k_- + \beta_1 n_0^+ k_-
\]

(18)

where \( \beta_1 \) is the tumbling probability, \( k_+ \) is the probability that a cell moving in the positive \( z \) direction becomes a cell moving in the negative \( z \) direction after tumbling and \( k_- \) is the probability that a cell moving in the negative \( z \) direction becomes a cell moving in the positive \( z \) direction. The subscript 0 indicates that these are the leading order terms from series expansions in the parameter \( E \).

Ford and Cummings' analysis clarifies the relationship between the one-dimensional cell speed \( s \) in the Segel equations and the three-dimensional cell speed \( v \) that is determined experimentally. From their analysis, it is apparent that the correct speed to use in the one-dimensional equations is the observable three-dimensional cell speed \( v \) divided by 2 rather than \( \sqrt{3} \) recommended by Segel (1979) and used in the analysis of Ford et al. (1991) and Ford and Lauffenburger (1991). Ford and Cummings noted that although this correction to the cell speed is small, it would affect the value of the population parameters inferred from experiments. Using eqs (A9) and (A6) from Appendix A and the relationship

\[ u = 2s \]

(19)

derived by Ford and Cummings, we have

\[ \chi_0^{3D} = v v_0^2 N_T = 4 \chi_0^{1D} \]

(20)

where \( v \) is a proportionality constant describing the fractional change in mean run time per unit time rate of change in cell surface receptors that are bound to attractant molecules. We note that using the relationship \( s = v/\sqrt{3} = 0.577v \) instead of the correct relationship \( s = 0.5v \) results in \( s \) being overestimated by 15.5%. It would, consequently, result in the \( \chi_0^{3D} \) inferred from experiment being underestimated by 25% according to the relationship in eq. (20).

The studies of Ford et al. (1991) and Ford and Lauffenburger (1991) involved comparison of the experimentally measured bacterial density with the predictions of the RTBL model. For appropriately chosen values of \( \chi_0^{1D} \), there is good agreement between RTBL and experiment. Several approximations and/or assumptions are implicit in using the RTBL model: first, use of the approximate one-dimensional balance equations, eqs (3) and (4); second, the diffusion approximation (Rivero et al., 1989) which enables the RTBL model equations to be solved numerically at the macroscopic level; third, the model for the tumbling probability, eq. (10), which involves a proposed mechanism for the way in which bacteria sense and respond to their environment; and, fourth, the simplification of the tumbling probability to the one-dimensional form, eq. (12), as described at the end of Appendix A. Of these four, three are mathematical approximations (first, second, and fourth) and one is a phenomenological assumption. One role for the cellular dynamics simulations is to test the validity of the mathematical approximations and is the focus of this paper. The validity of the phenomenological assumptions can be tested by comparing the simulation results with experiments; however, this is not the subject of this paper.

Since the RTBL model does agree well with experiment, a question then naturally arises. Is the agreement of RTBL with experiment fortuitous caused by cancellation of two or more sources of error introduced by the phenomenological assumption for the tumbling probability and the mathematical approximations? The most straightforward way to answer this question is to perform a cellular-level simulation of bacterial motion corresponding to the experimental situation (bacteria moving in three-dimensional space in the presence of a one-dimensional attractant gradient) that eliminates the mathematical approximations by using the general (three-dimensional) tumbling probability model, eq. (10). The degree to which the RTBL model predictions and the simulation agree is then a measure of the validity of the mathematical approximations and, thus, the validity of the RTBL model in describing real three-dimensional systems with attractant gradients in one spatial direction.

Computer simulations of the motion of individual bacteria have been reported by several researchers. Berg (1983, 1988) performed simulations to illustrate the random walks generated by single cells assuming Poisson statistics for the tumbling probability and a simple approximation to the bias in the turn angle distribution. Bornbusch (1984) and Bornbusch and Conner (1986) investigated the effect of limiting the turning field size of a cell on its ability to locate an attractant source. Tankersley and Conner (1990) performed simulations of single-cell migration to illustrate how the differences between various cell types in the mechanisms used to move toward an attractant source resulted in markedly different patterns of migration. In the present work, we develop a computer simulation methodology which rigorously describes the three-dimensional motion of individual chemotactic bacteria for the situation present in the SFDC experiments. Unlike the previous computer simulations just described, we simulate a large population of bacteria (20,000 cells) and incorporate the experimentally measured turn angle distribution into the mechanism for reorienting the cells after tumbling. The results of the simulation are compared with those obtained using the RTBL model which involves the assumptions and approximations detailed above.

### 3. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

After setting the appropriate initial conditions, bacterial movement is simulated by performing three calculations for each individual bacterium at each
time step. First, it is determined whether or not the cell tumbles. Second, if the cell tumbles then its new direction is chosen; if it does not tumble, its direction is maintained. Third, the cell's new position is computed based on its direction vector, swimming speed and the time step. The implementation of these three steps and other details of the simulation are described in this section.

The simulation "box" is given an initial uniform random distribution of bacteria. Letting \( b(r, t) \) be the bacterial density at position \( r \) at time \( t \), then the initial concentration \( b(r, t = 0) \) (see Fig. 1) is given by

\[
b(r, t = 0) = b_0, \quad -h/2 \leq x \leq h/2 \]
\[
- \w/2 \leq y \leq \w/2 \]
\[
- \l/2 \leq z \leq \l/2.
\]  

(21)

An initial bacterial concentration of \( b_0 = 2 \times 10^7 \text{ cells/cm}^3 \) was used in the experiments of Ford et al. (1991); however, for the simulation results presented here, we used an initial concentration of bacteria of \( b_0 = 2 \times 10^6 \text{ cells/cm}^3 \) in order to reduce the calculations necessary at each time step by an order of magnitude. The bacteria are assigned initial direction vectors at random. A step change along the \( z \)-axis at time \( t = 0 \) in the concentration of an attractant, \( a \), exists such that

\[
a(z, t = 0) = 0, \quad -l/2 \leq z \leq 0
\]
\[
a(z, t = 0) = a_0, \quad 0 \leq z \leq l/2
\]  

(22)

\[
a(z, t) = \frac{a_0}{2} \left[ 1 + \text{erf} \left( \frac{z}{\sqrt{4D\tau}} \right) \right]
\]
\[
t > 0, \quad -l/2 \leq z \leq l/2.
\]  

(23)

where \( a_0 \) is the initial attractant concentration introduced into one-half of the chamber, \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient of the attractant, \( z \) is the position along the \( z \)-axis and \( t \) is time. The solution given above for \( t > 0 \) can be found in Crank (1979). For \( t > 0 \), the motion of each bacterium is modeled as an independent, three-dimensional, biased random walk.

That the motion of each bacterium can be considered independent of the motion of other bacteria is justified by noting that the cell densities used in the SFDC experiments are low enough that intercellular distances are at least an order of magnitude greater than cellular diameters. However, at much higher cell densities (by an order of magnitude or more), hydrodynamic interactions among swimming bacteria may be significant (Guell et al., 1988). In such cases, the application of this simulation technique would require additional terms in the equations of motion to account for hydrodynamic interactions between the bacteria. The position \( r_i \) of the bacterium \( t \) at time \( t + \Delta t \), where \( \Delta t \) is the time step in the simulation, is given by

\[
r_i(t + \Delta t) = r_i(t) + v_i \Delta t
\]  

(24)

where \( v \) is the three-dimensional swimming speed of the bacterium and \( \hat{r}_i \) is the unit vector in the direction of motion of the bacterium. The simulation box employs periodic boundary conditions (Allen and Tildesly, 1987). If the cell moves out of the box, it is repositioned so that it reenters at the opposite wall, retaining a constant number of cells in the simulation box. The length of the simulation box in the direction of the attractant gradient (the \( x \) direction) is 0.8 cm. This is sufficiently large to ensure that the attractant concentration is uniform at the ends of the box \((z = \pm 0.4 \text{ cm})\), at which points the cell density returns to the bulk density \( b_0 \).

The unit direction vectors for the bacteria evolve in time according to

\[
f_i(t + \Delta t) = \lambda_i f_i(t) + (1 - \lambda_i) f'_i
\]  

(25)

where

\[
\lambda_i = \Theta [\rho_i(t + \Delta t) - p_i \Delta t]
\]  

(26)

In this equation, \( \rho_i \) is a random number chosen at time \( t + \Delta t \) from a uniform distribution on \([0, 1]\), \( p_i \) is the tumbling probability, \( f'_i \) is chosen randomly from the distribution for the change in direction after tumbling obtained by experimental observations of single cells by Berg and Brown (1972), and \( \Theta \) is the Heaviside function, defined as

\[
\Theta(x) = \begin{cases} 0, & x < 0 \\ 1, & x > 0. \end{cases}
\]  

(27)

Details on the method of choosing \( f'_i \) are provided in Appendix B. Equation (26) implies that

\[
\lambda_i = 1 \quad \text{if} \quad \rho_i \geq p_i \Delta t
\]
\[
\lambda_i = 0 \quad \text{if} \quad \rho_i < p_i \Delta t
\]  

(28)

(29)

so that a bacterium has probability \( p_i \Delta t \) of tumbling and probability \( (1 - p_i \Delta t) \) of continuing its run. Thus, the tumbling probability in a zero gradient is constant and consistent with a Poisson distribution. The time step used in the simulation is \( \Delta t = 0.1 \text{ s} \), the time corresponding to \( \tau_n \), the experimentally observed duration of a tumble. Therefore, the tumbling process is effectively instantaneous in our simulation.

The logic diagram in Fig. 2 summarizes the methodology described in this section. The simulation box is first initialized. At the start of the simulation loop, each bacterium decides whether or not to tumble [according to eq. (26)]. Based on whether or not it tumbles, either a new direction is chosen or the bacterium continues its run in the same direction. Finally, the bacterium moves to a new position based on its swimming speed and direction vector using an Euler's integration of the equation of motion. Figure 3 shows the path of a single cell generated by applying the simulation algorithm in the absence of a chemical gradient over a period of 2500\( \Delta t \), where \( \Delta t = 0.1 \text{ s} \). The cell swimming speed (22 \( \mu \text{m/s} \)) and zero-gradient tumbling probability (0.17 \( 1/\text{s} \)) are the same as for the simulations reported in Section 4. Note that periodic boundary conditions were not implemented in this sample trace.

In the next section, we discuss the results of the simulation.
4. RESULTS

Our goal in this section is to compare the results of the simulation outlined in Section 3 with those of the RTBL model over relatively large ranges of values for the chemotactic sensitivity, $x_0$, and the attractant concentration gradient as determined by the initial attractant concentration, $a_0$. We will begin by giving the conditions under which the simulations were performed and then present the results obtained in each case.

4.1. Simulation conditions

The experimental situation modeled in our simulations is that of the response of *E. coli* bacteria to a gradient of fucose in the SFDC of Ford *et al.* (1991) (see Fig. 1) with the conditions given in Table 1. The dimensions of the simulation box are $0.1 \times 0.1 \times 0.8 \, \text{cm}$. At bacterial densities similar to those in the SFDC of $2.5 \times 10^7 \, \text{cells/cm}^3$, this would require $2 \times 10^6$ individual bacteria. As discussed in Section 3, a bacterial density of $2.5 \times 10^6 \, \text{cells/cm}^3$, corresponding to $2 \times 10^6$ individual cells, was used in the simulation. Since the bacteria are assumed to be independent of each other, using a density of $2.5 \times 10^6 \, \text{cells/cm}^3$ yields the same results as a density of $2.5 \times 10^7 \, \text{cells/cm}^3$ as long as densities are computed relative to the bulk value. The lower density (corresponding to fewer cells in the simulation box) decreases the computer time required for the calculation (proportional to $N$, where $N$ is the number of bacteria) at the cost of some increased statistical uncertainty [which is $O(N^{-1/2})$]. The attractant concentration is modeled by eq. (23) presented in Section 3 with the initial concentration of fucose in the lower-half of the chamber equal to $a_0$. The diffusivity $D$ of fucose given in Table 1 is the value reported by Ford and co-workers. We used a typical three-dimensional cell speed of $22 \, \mu \text{m/s}$ to be consistent with the one-dimensional speed of $11 \, \mu \text{m/s}$ used by Ford *et al.* In their experimental studies, Ford and co-workers reported values for $\mu_0$, the random motility coefficient in the absence of an attractant gradient, of between $0.47 \times 10^{-5}$ and $1.5 \times 10^{-5}$ cm$^2$/s. Lovely and Dalquist (1975) derived the following relationship between the random motility coefficient in the absence of an attractant gradient, $\mu$, the cell speed $v$, the mean run time $\langle \tau \rangle$,

$$\mu = \frac{v^2 \langle \tau \rangle}{3(1 - \psi)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (30)

where $\psi$ is the average value of $\cos \alpha$, $\alpha$ being the angle between the direction vectors of a cell before and after tumbling. This is a general result for three-dimensional motion of bacteria: the only assumptions are a constant swimming speed, straight line runs between tumbles, and a Poisson distribution for run lengths. It is, therefore, consistent with the simulation algorithm.
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and with Alt's general three-dimensional cell balance equations, eqs (1) and (2), under the additional assumption of a constant-cell swimming speed. We used a seventh-order polynomial fit (see Appendix B for further details) to the experimental data of Berg and Brown (1972), and determined that $\psi = 0.36$. Using this value of $\psi$ and values of $1.5 \times 10^{-5}$ cm$^3$/s for $\mu_0$ and $22 \mu$m/s for $v$, yields a value for $\langle \tau \rangle$ of 6.0 s by eq. (30). For a Poisson process, this corresponds to a tumbling probability of $p_1 = 0.17$ s in the absence of a gradient, which is the value that used in our simulations. A time step of $\Delta t = 0.1$ s was used. For this time step, a bacterium in the simulation moving in a isotropic medium will, on an average, tumble every 58 time steps. The values of the parameters used in the simulation are summarized in Table 1.

One test of our simulation methodology is to calculate the random motility $\mu$ from the simulation and check that it matches the value given by eq. (30). We performed a simulation in the absence of an attractant gradient and calculated the mean squared displacement $\Omega(t)$ of the bacteria defined by

$$\Omega(t) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} [r_i(t) - r_i(0)]^2.$$  

(31)

According to the Einstein relation (Allen and Tildesly, 1987),

$$\Omega(t) \rightarrow 6\mu t$$  

(32)

so that at long times $\Omega$ should become linear in $t$ with slope $6\mu$. As can be seen in Fig. 4, $\Omega(t)$ is indeed linear in $t$ at large $t$. The slope implies a value of $1.55 \times 10^{-5}$ cm$^2$/s for $\mu$ which is within 3% of the correct value. This suggests that the simulation methodology is very accurate. Note that at short times, $\Omega$ is quadratic in $t$. By fitting $\Omega(t)$ to $at^2$ for $t < 2$ s, we find $a = 452 \mu$m$^2$/s$^2$ which is within 7% of $v^2$, consistent with the short-time analysis of the RTBL model as presented by Othmer et al. (1988). The crossover from $\Omega(t) \sim t^2$ to $\Omega(t) \sim t$ corresponds to the transition to the diffusion regime in which the diffusion approximation, discussed by Rivero et al. (1989), is valid. Hence, the fact that $\Omega(t)$ becomes linear in $t$ for $t > 10$ s suggests that the diffusion approximation is satisfied at relatively short times. The diffusion approximation is utilized in the macroscopic version of the RTBL model solved by Ford et al. (1991) and the simulation results suggest that the diffusion approximation should be accurate.

The macroscopic form of the RTBL model which follows from the diffusion approximation (Rivero et al., 1989) was implemented in a finite difference program using a predictor-corrector method (Ford, 1989). As discussed in Section 2, the RTBL model is expected to show the most deviation from the simulation for large attractant gradients and large values of the chemotactic sensitivity coefficient, since the three-dimensional equations simplify to an analogue of the one-dimensional phenomenological model only in the limit of small $\varepsilon$, eq. (16). The range of values of the parameters $\chi_0$ and $a_0$ over which we performed simulations and comparisons with the RTBL model include the lower (0.01 mM) and upper (1.0 mM) ranges of $a_0$ studied experimentally with the SFDC and the lower $3.5 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^2$/s and upper $105 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^2$/s limits on $\chi_0$ measured experimentally (Ford, 1992; Mercer, 1991). The cases that are considered in this study are summarized in Fig. 5. We did not consider higher values of $a_0$, since for attractant concentrations significantly above 10 times the dissociation constant for the attractant–receptor binding, $K_d$, the receptors available for sensing concentration gradients become saturated (Koshland, 1980) and the cell no longer responds chemotactically. Simulations were also performed for intermediate values of the parameters $a_0$ and $\chi_0$ to determine if significant differences could be observed between the simulation and the RTBL model. The results yielded similar trends to those presented here.

In view of the Ford and Cummings (1992) analysis, it is interesting to consider the relative values of $\varepsilon$ [see eq. (16)] implied by the four cases considered. We can write $\varepsilon$ in the form

$$\varepsilon = \varepsilon_0 \cos \theta \frac{\partial (a/a_0)}{\partial (z/t)}$$

where $\varepsilon_0$, which is dimensionless and angle-independent, is given by

$$\varepsilon_0 = \frac{\chi_0 d}{v l (K_d + a)^2}.$$  

(33)

Fig. 4. Mean-squared displacement $\Omega$ as a function of $t$.

Fig. 5. Summary plot of cases presented.
Clearly, because of the gradient term $\partial(a(a_u)/\partial(z))$, which varies from $+\infty$ at $z = 0$ and $t = 0$ to essentially zero at $z = \pm 1/2$, the value of $\varepsilon$ can be very large and will depend on position and time. As the attractant profile relaxes with time, $\varepsilon$ will become small at all positions. Thus, for given values of $\chi_0^{3D}$ and $a_0$ there will be a $t$-dependent range of $z$ which contracts as $t$ increases and inside of which $\varepsilon$ will be large. Based on the Ford and Cummings (1992) analysis, this might be the region for which the RTBL model may not be successful since the Alt equations simplify to the Segel equations only under the assumption of small $\varepsilon$. The larger $\varepsilon_0$ is, the greater will be the range of $z$ and $t$ included in this region. By evaluating $\varepsilon_0$ at $z = 0$, where $a = a_0/2$ for all $t$, we can obtain a dimensionless measure of the expected applicability of the RTBL model, larger values of $\varepsilon_0$ implying a smaller region of $z$ and $t$ over which RTBL might be applicable. For the four cases shown in Fig. 5, cases 1–4 yield values for $\varepsilon_0$ of 0.098, 2.9, 0.041 and 0.039, respectively. On this basis, we might expect that RTBL would be least applicable to case 2 and most applicable in cases 3 and 4. We should also note that $\varepsilon_0$ has its maximum value as a function of $a_0$ at $a_0 = 2K_d = 0.16$ which is near the value of 0.2 for cases 1 and 2. In Fig. 6 we show the quantity $\varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon/\cos \theta$ as a function of $z$ and $t$ for case 1. As is evident from this figure, $\varepsilon_1$ is significantly larger than zero over significant ranges of $z$ and $t$. Thus, a priori one would expect that the RTBL model would not be very accurate.

First, we consider values of $a_0$ and $\chi_0$ that are similar to those used in the SFDC experiments of Ford et al. (1991). In Fig. 7 the RTBL model with $s = v/2$ and $\chi_0^{3D} = \chi_0^{3D}/4$ is compared with the simulation results for $a_0 = 0.2$ mM and $\chi_0^{3D} = 3.5 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^2$/s. These relationships, derived by Ford and Cummings (1992), are the proper ones between the three-dimensional and one-dimensional parameters as discussed previously in Section 2. They are used in the results for all cases presented in this work. The points at which cell densities from the simulation are plotted in the figure are the average of the density in a “sampling bin” 0.01 cm wide centered around the point. Sampling is implemented over 50 time steps (which corresponds to 5 s), so the density reported for a point at a given time is the average density in the sampling bin over the sampling period. The statistical error associated with the simulation causes the curve representing the simulation results to be a little noisy. The RTBL model agrees closely with the simulation in this case. The peak in the cell density profile is the result of a high-density band of cells that forms where the concentration gradient is high. The trough in the density profile is the result of cell depletion in the region behind the advancing concentration gradient as cells move with the gradient. These phenomena are also observed in experimental studies (Ford et al., 1991).

For the second case, shown in Fig. 8, we used a value of $\chi_0^{3D} = 105 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^2$/s, which is 30 times larger than the first case and the same initial attractant concentration $a_0$ as the previous case. Note that the scale on the vertical axis has been changed to allow for the higher peak value of the bacterial density at this value of $\chi_0$. Again, the simulation results agree well with those of the RTBL model.

Next we look at the effect of the initial concentration, $a_0$, on the simulation and the RTBL model results. In Fig. 9, $\chi_0^{3D}$ is held fixed at $3.5 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^2$/s.

![Fig. 6. Regions in the z-t plane inside which the quantity $\varepsilon_1$ has ranges $\varepsilon_1 > 1$, $\varepsilon_1 > 0.5$ and $\varepsilon_1 < 0.5$.](image-url)
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Fig. 7. Comparison of RTBL and simulation results for $a_0 = 0.2 \text{mM}$ and $\chi_0^{\text{D}} = 3.5 \times 10^{-4} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$ at $t = 0.5, 3, 6, 12 \text{ min}$. The smoother of the curves represents the results from RTBL.

Fig. 8. Comparison of RTBL and simulation results for $a_0 = 0.2 \text{mM}$ and $\chi_0^{\text{D}} = 105 \times 10^{-4} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$ at $t = 0.5$ and 6 min. Note the change of scale on the vertical axis.

Fig. 9. Comparison of RTBL and simulation results for $a_0 = 1.2 \text{mM}$ and $\chi_0^{\text{D}} = 3.5 \times 10^{-4} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$ at $t = 0.5$ and 6 min.
as in the initial case and $a_0$ is increased to 1.2 mM, 6 times the value used in the first case. As in the two previous cases, the agreement between the two solutions is very good.

In case 4, we look at the effect of lowering the value of $a_0$. Figure 10 shows the results obtained using $a_0 = 0.02$ mM, while holding $\chi^{DP}_0$ fixed. The simulation results show a larger maximum value of the bacteria density than does the RTBL model, but taking into account statistical inaccuracies the deviation of the RTBL model from the simulation is quite small.

Our earlier discussion of the expected accuracy of the RTBL model suggested that the RTBL model would agree least with the simulation for case 2, agree most for cases 3 and 4, but for all cases show some deviation for a range of $z$ and $t$ depending on the values of $a_0$ and $\chi^{DP}_0$. However, it is apparent that the RTBL model agrees very well with the simulation for all the cases and for most values of $z$ and $t$. This suggests that the validity of the Segel equations cannot be judged solely on the basis of the magnitude of the perturbation parameter $\varepsilon$.

5. CONCLUSION

In Section 4, we considered the effect of the parameters $a_0$ and $\chi_0$ on the simulation and the RTBL model to determine the range of validity of one-dimensional phenomenological models for conditions involving symmetry in two dimensions. We varied the range of $\chi^{DP}_0$ from $3.5 \times 10^{-4}$ to $105 \times 10^{-4}$ cm²/s. The initial concentration $a_0$ was varied from 0.02 to 1.2 mM. In all cases presented here, the agreement between the three-dimensional simulation and the one-dimensional RTBL model is very good. There are three possible explanations for this good agreement: the first is that the ranges of $z$ and $t$ over which $\varepsilon$ is large are, in practice, small compared to the full ranges of $z$ and $t$; the second is that, in the regions where $\varepsilon$ is large, the motion of the bacteria becomes effectively one-dimensional, so that a one-dimensional model is appropriate; the third is that the coefficients of the higher-order terms in the perturbative expansion are small, so that the higher-order terms are negligible even when $\varepsilon$ is large. It is probable that some combination of these mechanisms is involved. In any event, our comparisons show that the assumption of small $\varepsilon$ necessary to reduce the more rigorous, three-dimensional equations of Alt to the one-dimensional phenomenological RTBL model does not inhibit its use in accurately modeling situations involving two dimensions of symmetry.

It should be emphasized, however, that the very good agreement between the one-dimensional model and the three-dimensional simulation only follows when one uses the relationships between the three-dimensional chemotactic sensitivity and cell swimming speed and their one-dimensional analogues that follow from the Ford and Cummings (1992) analysis. These relationships should be used in all future works when parameters for one-dimensional phenomenological models are obtained by experimental measurement.
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NOTATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>attractant concentration, mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>bacterial density in experiment and simulation, cells/cm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>coefficient in the polynomial approximating the probability distribution of cos $\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>diffusion coefficient for attractant, cm²/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>simulation box height in $x$ direction, cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_+$</td>
<td>probability of turning to a specified direction probability that a bacteria moving in the positive $z$ direction will change to the negative $z$ direction after tumbling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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$k_-$ probability that a bacteria moving in the negative $z$ direction will change to the positive $z$ direction after tumbling

$K_d$ dissociation constant for attractant–receptor binding, mM

$l$ simulation box length in $z$ direction, cm

$M$ coordinate transformation matrix

$n$ one-dimensional bacterial density in Segel's equations, cells/cm³

$N_b$ number of receptors bound to attractant molecules

$N_r$ number of cell surface receptors

$p^+$ probability that a cell moving in the $±z$ direction tumbles and becomes a cell moving in the $±z$ direction, 1/s

$p_-$ probability that a bacterium reverses after tumbling

$p_t$ reduced probability of tumbling, 1/s

$r$ position vector, cm

$s$ one-dimensional cell speed, cm/s

$t$ time, s

$w$ three-dimensional cell speed, cm/s

$x, y, z$ coordinate directions

$\alpha$ angle between a bacterium's direction vector before tumbling and its direction vector after tumbling

$\beta$ probability of tumbling, 1/s

$\gamma$ angle of rotation of a bacterium's direction vector before tumbling about its direction vector after tumbling

$\varepsilon$ a parameter used in the series expansions of Ford and Cummings (1992)

$\Theta$ Heaviside function

$\lambda$ integer, either 0 or 1

$\mu$ random motility coefficient, cm²/s

$\nu$ proportionality constant describing the fractional change in mean run time per unit time rate of change in cell surface receptors, s

$\rho$ random number

$\sigma$ three-dimensional bacterial probability density, cells/cm³

$\tau_b$ bacteria run time, s

$\tau_t$ tumbling time, s

$\chi$ chemotactic sensitivity, cm²/s

$\psi$ average value of $\cos(\alpha)$

$\Omega(t)$ the mean squared displacement for bacteria at time $t$

$\nabla_r$ divergence operator with respect to $r$

Superscripts and subscripts

1D one-dimensional

3D three-dimensional

$+$ the positive $z$-coordinate direction

$-$ the negative $z$-coordinate direction

0 in the absence of an attractant or an initial value
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In the one-dimensional RTBL model based on the Segel equations, Rivero et al. defined one-dimensional analogues of the above equations leading to

\[
\ln \frac{\langle \tau^+ \rangle}{\langle \tau^- \rangle} = \frac{x_0^D}{\nu} \frac{K_d}{(K_d + a)^2} \frac{\partial a}{\partial z}
\]

(A8)

where the positive/negative sign is used for bacteria moving in the positive/negative \( x \) direction, \( \nu \) is the one-dimensional swimming speed and

\[
\chi_{p^+}^D = \nu^2 N_p.
\]

(A9)

We now turn our attention to the relationship between \( p^+ \) defined in the one-dimensional Segel equations, eqs (3) and (4), and the corresponding quantities one would obtain by considering the more accurate three-dimensional description of bacterial motion with symmetry in two (x and y) of the three spatial directions. The latter problem was considered at length by Ford and Cummings (1992) and we simply quote the main relevant results in this section. Equations (3.18) and (3.19) of Ford and Cummings give expressions for \( n^+ \) and \( n^- \), the densities of cells moving in the positive and negative \( x \) directions, as

\[
n^+(z, \theta, t) = \int _{0} ^{2\pi} \int _{0} ^{\infty} \int _{-\infty} ^{\infty} n(r, \theta, \phi) d\phi d\theta dr.
\]

(A10)

Likewise, the density of cells moving in the negative \( x \) direction is given by

\[
n^-(z, \theta, t) = \int _{0} ^{2\pi} \int _{0} ^{\infty} \int _{-\infty} ^{\infty} n(r, \theta, \phi) d\phi d\theta dr.
\]

(A11)

In these equations, \( n(r, \theta, \phi) \) is the density of cells at point \( r \) at time \( t \) moving in direction \( \theta = (\sin \theta \cos \phi, \sin \theta \sin \phi, \cos \theta) \) (\( \theta \) and \( \phi \) are the usual angles for spherical coordinates). The quantity \( n_{p^+}(z, \theta, t) \) is the density of cells moving with 3-coordinate, \( z \), whose velocity is at an angle \( \theta \) to the \( z \)-axis and is defined by

\[
n_{p^+}(z, \theta, t) = \int _{0} ^{2\pi} \int _{0} ^{\infty} n(r, \theta, \phi) d\phi d\theta dr.
\]

By integrating the three-dimensional balance equations over the \( x \) and \( y \) coordinate directions (Ford and Cummings, 1992) and comparing with the Segel equations, we can derive an expression for the terms \( n^p^+ \) and \( n^-p^- \) in eqs (3) and (4). Consider the equation for \( n^p^+ \):

\[
n^p^+ \propto \int _{0} ^{2\pi} \int _{0} ^{\infty} n_{p^+}(z, \theta, t) p_{p^+} \exp \left[ -\frac{x_0^D}{\nu} \frac{K_d}{(K_d + a)^2} \frac{\partial a}{\partial z} \right] K(\theta', \phi') d\phi' d\theta' \]

(A12)

where \( K(\theta', \phi') \) is the reduced turn probability distribution which gives the probability that a bacterium moving at angle \( \theta \) to the \( z \)-axis moves at angle \( \theta' \) after tumbling. Details of this can be found in Ford and Cummings (1992). A similar expression can be developed for \( n^-p^- \). From these expressions it is evident that \( p^+ \) and \( p^- \) do not reduce to the simple one-dimensional expressions, eqs (7) and (12). Thus we should regard eq. (12) as a mathematical approximation in the RTBL model.

APPENDIX B: TURN-ANGLE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

Berg and Brown (1972) observed the direction change that \( E.\ coli \) bacteria exhibit when tumbling. They generated a plot of the number of bacteria turning into each 10° interval from

\[
\ln \frac{\langle \tau^+ \rangle}{\langle \tau^- \rangle} = \frac{x_0^D}{\nu} \frac{K_d}{(K_d + a)^2} \frac{\partial a}{\partial z}.
\]

(A7)
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0 to 180°. We used this experimental data to generate a turn-angle probability distribution by fitting a polynomial to the data and then normalizing the distribution. Let the direction in which a bacterium is moving prior to tumbling, $\mathbf{v}$, be given by $\mathbf{v} = (\sin \theta \cos \phi, \sin \theta \sin \phi, \cos \theta)$ and the direction in which a bacterium is moving after tumbling, $\mathbf{v}'$, be given by $\mathbf{v}' = (\sin \theta' \cos \phi', \sin \theta' \sin \phi', \cos \theta')$. Let $\alpha$ be defined such that $\cos \alpha = \mathbf{v} \cdot \mathbf{v}'$. The polynomial we used to represent the normalized probability distribution for $\alpha$ is

$$p(\alpha) = \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} c_i \alpha^{(n-2)}$$

where $c_i$ are coefficients chosen by the method of least squares to best fit the data and $n$ is the order of the polynomial. The polynomial is written in this form so that $p(\alpha = 0) = p(\alpha = 2\pi) = 0$ in agreement with the experimental data. We found that a seventh-order polynomial of this type generated the best fit. The relationship between $p(\alpha)$ and $p(\cos \alpha)$ is

$$p(\cos \alpha) = \frac{p(\alpha)}{\sin \alpha}.$$  

This is used to generate the distribution function

$$F(\cos \alpha) = \int_{-1}^{\cos \alpha} p(\cos \alpha') d(\cos \alpha').$$

When a cell tumbles, we choose $\cos \alpha$ from this distribution using standard techniques (Hammersley and Handscomb, 1964). If the angle of rotation of the new direction vector $\mathbf{v}'$ around the direction vector before tumbling $\mathbf{v}$ is $\gamma$, then the angle $\gamma$ is chosen at random from a uniform distribution on $[0, 2\pi]$. The new direction $\mathbf{v}'$ is then found from

$$\mathbf{v}' = M \mathbf{v}$$

where $M$ is the coordinate transformation matrix between $(\theta, \phi)$, $(\alpha, \gamma)$ and $(\theta', \phi')$ and can be found in Patlack (1953).